morphos
FIT-OUT AND REFURBISHMENT SPECIALISTS
TRANSFORMING COMMERCIAL SPACES SINCE '04
Morphos provides services in design and project/construction management for the establishment of new, relocated or altered commercial and special use premises. The Morphos team can assist with your project from a needs analysis and feasibility stage, right through to handover of the completed premises.

CLIENT FOCUSED SOLUTIONS

SERVICES CAN INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO:
- project planning with space/needs analysis, budgeting and programming
- services assessment and dilapidation reports
- space planning, concept design, test fits
- 3D visualisation, including perspectives and walk-throughs
- detailed design and documentation
- building owner approval
- council and/or PCA applications and approvals/certificates
- management or provision of all services, trades, furniture and equipment
- managed cost plus or negotiated lump sum contract
The projects Morphos have undertaken range from small part-floor refurbishments to multi-level fit-outs and building upgrades. Our experience includes successfully delivering projects for a variety of commercial operations, as well as special-use facilities such as medical practices, dental surgeries and call centres. Last year three of our projects won awards at the Master Builder Association Excellence in Construction awards. The team at Morphos will always be happy to discuss your requirements and suggest an approach to suit.

ACCOUNTABLE

With Morphos handling both the design and the build process (managed or head contract), you can be assured of a seamless solution that results in cost savings, retention of concept and reduced risk and project time frames.

CAPABLE
Morphos creates environments that inspire and engage our clients, staff and visitors. Our design team are agile and averse to convention, constantly generating ideas and forming solutions which exceed our clients’ functional and aspirational needs.

Whether you’re after a showcase space, a unique offering or something more conservative, the Morphos team have the dedication and the skills to create a space that works for you.
TAKE A VIRTUAL “WALK THROUGH”

Morphos uses the latest sophisticated 3D-design software that enables you to view your new facility from any angle, even to take a virtual walk-through at any stage of the design process.

making the design process easy

“The technology implemented by the design staff at Morphos enables our clients to really understand how their new space will look, feel and function. This speeds up the design process and provides certainty for the client in the solution... before starting to build.”

Sean Wilcox, Director

Pictured: 55 Clarence Spec Fit-out, Suite 6.01
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CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

"The Morphos team exceeded our expectations with their professionalism and attention to detail. All the staff were a pleasure to deal with and the end result blew us away, it was everything that we hoped for and more."

Daniel Byrne
Systra Scott Lister

"The solution provided by Morphos fit our brief perfectly and has been a great success. We could not recommend Sean, Rohan and their team more highly."

Ben Kennedy
CBS

"Morphos ensured an outstanding quality of finish and this is reflected in the constant compliments we are receiving for our beautiful new office. We were left feeling very satisfied with the result and would highly recommend Morphos to anyone."

Liesel Moult
The a2 Milk Company

"Working with Morphos was positive from the very beginning...Their proactive work in securing the right contractors to deliver to scope was critical to the successful completion of the project."

Sally Henderson
Travelport
“Ultimately, we know that our success is measured by the satisfaction of our clients, so we do everything possible to earn their commendation.”

Sean Wilcox, Director
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